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Shadow Puppet Materials 
for families at home 

Young children must be supervised at all times during this activity 

Before you begin have a “treasure hunt” around the house and garden 
to collect as many of these as you can: 

niamh@pucapuppets.com   www.pucapuppets.com  Facebook : Púca 

Most important:
Pencils and Erasers
Scissors
Paper to work out ideas
Thin card / thick paper - eg: tea or cereal 
boxes
Cellotape or masking or gaffa tape
Rods (eg: garden canes, barbecue 
skewers, knitting needles, straight twigs)

For the screen
String
White bed sheet / Large sheet of light paper
Clothes pegs or Safety pins
Thumb tacks, cup hooks or other ways of 
hanging your sheet, eg: a curtain or clothes 
rail, an open doorway, a coat stand etc. 
Beware: no “trip” or “strangle” lines or 
weight stands against danger of toppling.

Light 
Something that creates a clear shadow, eg: 
desk lamp with one bulb, torch, the sun! 
An extension lead can be useful, but be 
careful: tape down wires so no one trips 
when it gets exciting.

Preparing the space 
Ideally use a room that can be darkened / 
work after dark. 

Resources 
Use picture books and encyclopedias, 
photographs, the internet, etc. 

Inspiring extras if you have them: 
Semi transparent, textured materials, not 
too heavy, eg; lace, bubble wrap, coloured 
plastic netting and bottles, wrappers etc
Light natural materials eg: Feathers, twigs 
and leaf skeletons 
Dry Glue (pritt stick or similar)
Permanent Markers eg: sharpies
Clear plastic eg: book or flower wrapping, 
cellophane.

If you have a lot of adults and older 
teens, for more advanced making:
Hole punches 
Split pins / paper fasteners
Paper knife used with care by adults only
Cutting mat or thick piece of card.
Large sheets of light card (eg: from under 
the drinks bottles in the supermarket) or 
black paper
Large sheets of Paper if you have them to 
help you brainstorm and agree your 
storyboard

Don’t worry if you do not have everything 
on this list, you can be creative with what 
you have.

Spread out and tidy your materials and 
tools so you can see and share them, and 
make some space to work too.
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